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Freedom of Attention







– Aldous Huxley, Brave New World Revisited

“They failed to take 
into account…man’s 

almost infinite appetite 
for distractions.”



Luciano Floridi
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Attention



Information scarce 
(Attention abundant)

Information abundant 
(Attention scarce)





tool envi
ron
me
nt





Not only volume… …but also velocity.



—Erastus Wiman

‘There is no competition 
against instantaneousness.’

Head of Canadian Telegraph System, 1899



The ‘treadmill of 
incompetence’

Time to reach 150M users:

Telephone: 89 years 
TV: 38 years 

Mobile phone: 14 years 
Internet: 8 years 

Facebook: 5 years 
Instagram: <2 years



A crisis of  

self-regulation



Bring your own boundaries









the ‘attention economy’





The attention economy 
 
  

is not on your side.



—Reed Hastings, Netflix CEO

‘At Netflix, we are 
competing for our 

customers’ time, so our 
competitors include 
Snapchat, YouTube, 

sleep, etc.’







ubiquitous 
industrialized 

intelligent 
adversarial

‘persuasion’



FREEDOM OF 
ATTENTION



S  P  O  T  L  I  G  H  T



Framing & Defaults







S  T  A  R  L  I  G  H  T



Intermittent 
Variable 
Rewards



‘[Trump’s candidacy] 
may not be good for 

America, but it’s 
damn good for CBS.’ 

—Les Moonves, 
CBS chairman and CEO, 

February 2016

fame
pettiness





Cost of cognitive load





D  A  Y  L  I  G  H  T
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Taking away opportunities for

reflection



IQ points
10-

Source: Hewlett-Packard study (Hemp 2009)

intelligence

Source: The New York Times, 17/10/16

prediction



OUTRAGE



#CecilTheLion

Outrage cascades… …& public shaming



‘Being who you 
want to be’

‘Wanting what you 
want to want’

‘Doing what you 
want to do’



3 Types of ‘Distraction’:

Functional
‘Doing what we 

want to do’
‘Being who we 

want to be’
‘Wanting what we 

want to want’

Task/goal alignment, 
intention awareness, 

timeliness

Value/identity alignment, 
frequency, preferred 

working style (e.g. task 
fragmentation, time 
allocation), level of 

regrettedness

Effects on underlying 
capabilities, e.g. 

reflection, willpower, 
reasoning

Existential Epistemic



like a 
DDoS attack 

on the human will



‘It is disgraceful to be unable 
to use our good things.’
-Aristotle, Politics











‘Infraethics’

Luciano Floridi



Language



‘The limits of 
my language 
mean the limits 
of my world.’

—Ludwig Wittgenstein



The ‘persuasion’ with a thousand faces

Commerce
Marketing 

Advertising 
Branding 

Sales

Religion
Evangelism 
Conversion 

Proselytizing 
Metanoia

Government
Propaganda 

PsyOps 
Nudge 

‘Meddling’

Education
Teaching 
Training 
Enabling 

Development

Health
Counseling 

Advising 
Coaching

Travel
Guidance 
Navigation 

Leading

Technology
Gamification 
‘Smart’ techs. 

Persuasive tech. 
Behavior change support sys. 

‘Hooking’ users

Persuasion 
Coercion 

Brainwashing 
Manipulation 
Deception 
Seduction 
Temptation 
Distraction 
Invitation 
Addiction 

Social engineering



Degree of 
Constraint

Degree of Goal Alignment

Seduce Demand Drive

Tempt Persuade Guide

Invite Suggest Direct

‘Defragging’ language of persuasion = 
better signals of trust?



Use human words for human beings.

‘funnels’ 
‘conversions’ 

‘eyeballs’ 
‘targeting’ 

‘impressions’
?

Why should a user trust someone who wants to ‘target’ them 
or put them in a ‘funnel’?



Standards



As someone who shapes the lives of others, I promise to: 

 Care genuinely about their success; 

 Understand their intentions, goals, and values as completely as possible; 

 Align my projects and actions with their intentions, goals, and values; 

 Respect their dignity, attention, and freedom, and never use their own    
 weaknesses against them; 

 Measure the full effect of my projects on their lives, and not just those effects   
 that are important to me; 

 Communicate clearly, honestly, and frequently my intentions and methods; 

 Promote their ability to direct their own lives by encouraging reflection on their  
 own values, goals, and intentions.

A ‘Hippocratic Oath’ for persuaders (v0.1)





Measure your 
mission



Business Models



‘Advertising’

Historically: 
A proactive appeal for a resource of value made in a 

way that overrides the dominant design goals for 
information delivery in that medium.



‘Underwriting’ 
(Temporary suspension of 

medium’s normal design logic)

‘Overwriting’ 
(Cannibalization of medium’s 

normal design logic)



What forms of 
psychological manipulation 

should we consider to be 
acceptable business models?



attentionintention



Resistance





Defend our freedom of attention.



What do we pay when we ‘pay’ attention?





GOOD 
THINGS 
THAT 
MIGHT 
HAVE 
BEEN







1.4 million years





Thanks for your attention.
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